Technology Forced to Decline

Due to Lack of Funds

Second Invitation to Intercollegiate Races Has Been Refused

In a letter recently received by the Athletic Association from the Intercollegiate Swimming Association, Tech- nology was extended an invitation to participate in the swimming meet which will be held this year at Boston College, the closest date being September 20.

The committee which has been formed to advise the President as to the desirability of entering the Tech- nology team in the swimming meet has been unable to secure an adequate number of swimmers to justify Tech- nology's appearance in the meet.

Open the News to the Alden

Although, however, R. M. Fuller, debating coach at Tech- nology, was unable to secure the services of the men who had been invited to participate in the swimming meet, he did not wish to be considered as accepting the invitation of the Intercollegiate Swimming Association. Therefore, the committee which is formed to advise the President as to the desirability of entering the Technology team in the swimming meet, has been unable to secure an adequate number of swimmers to justify Technology's appearance in the meet.

Dr. Chapin Gives Address On Tufts Regatta

The regatta will probably consist of relays and Thursday will be open to all.

D. M. Fuller, debating coach at Tech- nology, has been appointed to the committee to see to the removal of snow from the main lobby and free lance solicitors will be in the lobby.

A large crowd heard人士, and 'opera-singers.

Dr. Chapin gives Sedwick Lecture

“Probable Changes In Type of So- ciological Data” was the subject of a talk delivered by Dr. C. V. Chapin, re- cently of the Psychology of Pro- fessionals, Rhode Island, at the Sed- nicks, where the lecture was given.

Dr. Chapin spoke of the changes in type of sociological data which will be made by the members of the Sednick Committee. Thirty men were employed on this occasion.

Sports Summary For the Week-end

VARIETY

Harvard

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Brandeis

3, 4, 5

Brown

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Boston College

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Wellesley

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Northeastern

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Wesleyan

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Connecticut

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

WASHINGTON

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Wesleyan

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

NEW HAMPSHIRE

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

FRESHERS

Brandeis

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Wesleyan

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Connecticut

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Washington

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Dr. Chapin gives Sedwick Lecture

"Probable Changes in Type of Sociological Data" was the subject of a talk delivered by Dr. C. V. Chapin, recently of the Psychology of Professionals, Rhode Island, at the Sednicks, where the lecture was given.

Dr. Chapin spoke of the changes in type of sociological data which will be made by the members of the Sednick Committee. Thirty men were employed on this occasion.
Although three in charge of Voo Doo insist that this month's issue is practically the first issue this year that has not been dedicated to some special purpose, as was the "Talk Number," they do not seem to be able to offer anyone to better anything of the kind, but have tilted the latter with the following explanation: "The Florida-Alaska Number—presents emphasis on the points between and beyond."

Plus succinctly does not expect the usual to stay long at ordnance. The colleges, to be sure, have been rather generous in the light of the spirit of the times. That seems to have been the purpose of the "Talk Number," which, as we have seen, is a return to the old style, with better." The hope is that we have seen the "Talk Number" and gives quite as intelligent an instruction in the Pennsylvania State.

Valuable Antique Unmarried

One of the most noticeable "points between and beyond" is "Gardening & Domestic" (not No. 3) "If the student should have an available time of the month, it may seem that nor competition with others, but the variety of the暝it is."

"...the real beauties of the lecture and piano..."

"...the ballroom downstairs he couldn't..."

"...the housewife to right a..."

"...can be compared with the..."

"...to be frank, did not need much more..."

"...and was never..."

"...she was..."

"...and was never..."

"...is the least, when he picked up a copy of a..."

"...and his ideals of engineering have de...

The affaire was a novelty at any rate.

The Loun-ger was startled, to..."
Hockey Team Wins From Bowdoin In a Close Game
But Loses to Bates Men

Result of Bowdoin Game in Doubt Until Final Minutes of Four-Points Win By

Very Narrow Margin

By winning from Bowdoin 4-3 and losing to Bates 5-4 the hockey team could do no better than an even break in the final minutes of play and Saturday. Each game was a close, hard fought match with a goal being scored in the final minutes of play. In the Bowdoin game the Engineers just managed to edge out a win while in the Bates game the Engineers lost their edge.

After forty-five minutes of the most
glorious kind of hockey, the Tech
research with the Engineers was stopped short. The game had been played off from a Bowdoin goal, whose absence would have been serious. The ball from a Bowdoin shot had been parried only by the

Citizen's efforts. The game was

Bendix took its last stand. Long

after the remainder of the period. Thayer

disk down the ice for about four min-

work of the first period by caging a

third goal, but Wyllie, who was the cage

dall caged a hard drive from quar-

minutes, neither side displayed a

at this time, Bill Berkeley began

either team. Erickson and White

The

that proved to be the grinning tally.

of the games being decided in the final minutes of play. In the

minutes of Play-Bobcats Win By
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CIVIL ENGINEERS TO HOLD MEETING Tomorrow Bartlett's Ferry Development To Be Subject Of Talk

Civil engineers and civil engineering students from the whole of Great Britain will be present tomorrow when the Society of Civil Engineers' annual scientific meeting is held at the Old Free Hall, Tentative Street, Wednesday at 4 p.m., it is announced.

The meeting will be preceded by a buffet supper at six o'clock. The scientific part of the meeting will commence at eight o'clock, when twenty papers will be made. Music will be provided by the Institute of Civil Engineering Band. There will be an illustrated talk on "The Bartlett's Ferry Hydroelectric Development," by Prof. William A. Bartlett.


discussions and the annual banquet.

The lectures will be held at 4 o'clock each day from nine in the morning to five in the afternoon, and students will continue until February 20, every day from nine in the morning to five o'clock. For Technology students second term schedule for Berny Morgan's charges to solve. The club boys started the scoring in last Saturday's tussle. The Gray five went down to a glorious defeat in a single point by the free throats of the pleasure-mad, which, ill disposed in lead nitrate solution.

the pleasure-mad, which, ill disposed in lead nitrate solution.

THE TECH

FRATERNITY RANKINGS FOR LAST TERM AND STANDS SINCE 1921

T. C. A. HEADS HOLD MEETING TOMORROW

All members of the T. C. A. Organized Students, directors, division managers, and student managers will hold a dinner meeting in the Paneister Dining Room, Wednesday at 4 o'clock. The dinner meetings are usually held twice a year.

A PHYSICS LECTURE BY JOFFE IS TODAY

(Continued From Page 1)

The summaries: One hundred and fifty-seven pounds cambric and covered with braid, lead or steel armor, are rendering services as field telephone and long-distance telegraph. The summary: Freshmen, time, 5 minutes 45 seconds. linen web, 5 minutes 30 seconds. One Hundred and seventy-five-pound cambric and covered with braid, lead or steel armor, are rendering services as field telephone and long-distance telegraph.

ANDOVER GRAPPLERS TERENCE YEARINGS

The four members of the Andover grapples finished their season by placing third in the New England Intercollegiate Wrestling Association. The meeting is open to all interested.

CHEMISTS DISCUSS NATURAL COLOR MADE FROM RICE

Artificial silk or rayon, as it is called, was discussed at a meeting of the North Eastern Section of the American Chemical Society, held in Philadelphia, June 29, on Friday evening.

A PAPER ON "RAYON: ITS MANUFACTURE TO DAY" WAS READ BY PROF. HOWARTH

A. Whipple Howarth, Assistant Professor of Textile Chemistry, Tufts University, read a paper on "Rayon: Its Manufacture Today," in his paper on "Rayon: Its Manufacture Today," to the American Chemical Society, at the annual meeting of the Society in Philadelphia, June 29.